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Eilbeck Cranes is a 100% privately owned Australian 
business, with over 110 years of experience in the 
Manufacturing Industry, showing confidence and 
determination to remain the Industry Leader in Overhead 
Crane and Winch Manufacturing.  

The above experience has left Eilbeck with large 
fabrication capability, welding and machining ability. 
Welding capable to both AS 1554.1, AS 1554.4, AS 1554.5 
Standards and more. The high level of quality produced 

has been reflected with repeat orders from large clients, 
both on a corporate level and private sector. 

With our fabrication capabilities, we additionally have 
both a granite blast booth, steel shot blast unit, a 
completely equipped paint bay to all different paint 
specifications, shrink fitting, and first class CNC 
machining workshops. Alongside with this capacity, our 
Team have the ability to design and engineer if required. 
Our Team believe in the upmost quality and have ITP’s in 

place and QA Standard Systems for all fabrication, paint 

and machining work in place, and available to offer to the 

client.

The Eilbeck Heavy Machining Workshop are complete with 

state of the art technology in CNC making our capabilities 

vast. This combined with a Team of experienced operators 

and design engineers Eilbeck Heavy Machining will 

service your request for any product needed.

CNC Machining Capacity

Eilbeck Cranes and Eilbeck Heavy Machining Overview

Eilbeck Cranes would appreciate the opportunity 
to work for your organisation and be given the 

chance to prove our quality of work.

 TOS WRD 150 Horizontal Floor Borer: 
This brand new borer features 13m X-axis, 6m 
Y-axis, and am 80t rotary table. The machine 
with NC controlled infinite indexing head, a 
facing head and a boring quill. This machine 
can rotate up to 7.6m diameter.

 GCM8 Bed Mill with 4th Axis Interface: 
This large bed mill featuring a 1 degree 
indexing milling spindle, with a machining 
capacity and bed of 10000mm x 1100mm x 
2200mm.  

 GT5 Lathe: This lathe has a 1200mm 
swing and 4000mm in length working 
capacity, with various live tooling options.

 Nakamura Tome NTRX 300: 5 axis 
multi-tasking machining robot, with twin 
spindle operation. This machine ideal for large 
quantity machining, with minimal cost.

 Okuma 530V Vertical Milling Centre: A 
machine built for efficient set ups and quick 
job turnaround times with additional 4th axis 
interface.

 Okuma MCR-A5CII Double Column 
Mill: Eilbeck Machining’s largest machine 
with a working table of 8500mm x 3500mm 
x 1750mm, boasting ability for five sided 
machining applications fitted with a 1 degree 
indexing NC universal head. 

 Okuma MB8000 Horizontal Mill Pallet 
Changer: This powerful horizontal mill with 
interchangeable 800mm squared pallets, with 
15000 RPM spindle capability, built for heavy 
machining work at fast rates (only MB8000 in 
Australia).

 Okuma Multus B750: Extremely high 
accuracy 5-axis multi tasking lathe being 
able to swing 6m long x 1050mm diameter x 
8000kg. 

 Okuma VTM100 Large Vertical Multi-
tasking Machine: This machine for turning 
and multitasking applications for the big 
diameter parts. Workpiece machining of 
1000mm dia and 840mm in height. 

 Okuma Space Turn LB4000: Capacity of 
1520mm between centres x 670mm swing 
slant bed turret style mill turn, with X and Y 
axis capacity.



The Eilbeck family have Engineering in their blood, going back four 
generations to the first Tom Eilbeck, who arrived in Western Australia 
in 1892 from Cumberland, England. He was one of the first graduates 
of the University of Western Australia. In 1907 Tom Eilbeck went on to 
becoming the founder of T. Eilbeck and Son Limited, later becoming a 
distinguished business man, not only recognised for his excellence in 
Engineering but also for his political and business influence. 

Today, current Managing Director of Eilbeck Cranes, Tom Eilbeck 
grandson of founder shares not only the same name but possesses 
an equal drive for Engineering excellence and innovation. Traditional 
family values such as hard work and determination are not used as 
punch lines but rather have been foundation blocks in the history 
of this family’s Enterprise - Eilbeck Cranes. Today Eilbeck Cranes 
and Heavy Machining  is proud to run seven manufacturing plants in 
Perth, Sydney, Melbourne and Mackay, with service outlets spread 
throughout Australia. 

Eilbeck Cranes has made its mark both nationally and internationally, 
as the only organisation to provide a serious challenge to the 
traditional European and Asian domination within the Crane Industry. 
Indeed, Eilbeck Cranes tower over the Australian market place with a 
winning share of the local market, and are proud to be recognised a 
serious contender in the international scale. 
 
The Eilbeck Cranes’ story has all the ingredients to be regarded as 
Australia’s greatest crane company; from its history, a devoted sales 
team, an innovative engineering team, strong management team, and 
precision shop floor fabrication team, they all share the same core. 

History
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 “What sets us apart is our people  
who unquestionably are our greatest asset.”  

Tom Eilbeck, Managing Director
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Eilbeck Fabrication Capacity 7 Fully Equipped Manufacturing Facilities Around Australia

Sydney

Melbourne

Perth

Karratha Townsville

Newcastle
Orange

Adelaide

Tom Price
Mackay

Whyalla

Brisbane

Eilbeck Heavy Machining 
Facilities in Sydney

 53 Lancaster Street
     Ingleburn NSW 2565

 41 Broadhurst Road
     Ingleburn NSW 2565

     Phone: 61 (02) 9618 1904
     machining@eilbeckcranes.com

Eilbeck Heavy Machining and Assembly Factory:
 This factory is used for our heavy machining and large component manufacture. 
This factory has 160t lifting capacity, and the largest borer CNC machining capacity 
in Australia.

Eilbeck Cranes have: 
4 fabrication facilities, 2 assembly halls,
1 machine shop.
All facilities approx. 5000 Sq/m.

All Factories Feature:
 Twin 20t gantry cranes capable of 
tandem lifts upto 40t
 20t magnet lifting cranes

 Semi-automated welding beam lines
 Garnet and steel shot blast booths 
 Paint booths capable of painting to all 
specs inclusive of high level mine spec. 

 Boiler makers equipped 
with large range of 
procedures and specifications
 Electrical fit out teams

 Mechanical fit out teams
 Engineering capacity
 ISO9001:2015 certified



Key Clients
Less than 5 years ago, Tom Eilbeck (3rd Generation Eilbeck) built a 

new machine CNC shop, this facility grown and managed by Tom’s 

son, Charlie Eilbeck (4th Generation Eilbeck), with all brand new CNC 

machines, built by reputable and leading European and Japanese 

companies. This division has quickly become one of the leading 

machine shops on the east coast and a prominent competitor on 

the national market. Eilbeck Heavy Machining boasting some of the 

largest, most versatile state of the art modern machine tools within 

the country.  

This growth obtaining exponential traction as people and businesses 

are naturally drawn to the large levels of investment in Australian 

Manufacturing, modern high end technology, alongside with Eilbeck’s 

drive and eagerness to become a leader within this industry. 

Currently Eilbeck are investing further, and building a second CNC 

machining facility. This facility will have some of the largest, most 

precise CNC machine tools in Australia, and will become a key player 

in the national market, and potentially international.  
 

All Eilbeck facilities are ISO9001:2015. Additionally, Eilbeck Heavy 

Machining is certified to manufacture ATEX and IECex products, which 

involves a high level of quality control + annual auditing to ensure 

the facility is well calibrated and quality systems implemented and 

controlled.

Alongside above machining capacity, Eilbeck have over 113 years 

of engineering excellence within the business and the family is well 

recognised across Australian and International platforms.

The Growth of Eilbeck Heavy Machining
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 Mobil

 BHP

 Glencore

 Worley 

 Rio Tinto

 Entrepose

 Bechtel

 Alcoa

 John Holland

 Lendlease

 Fluor

 Chevron

 Impex

 UGL

 Howden

 Metso

 Peabody

 Laserbond

 Weir

 CSIRO

 Civmec

 Dana

 Sumitomo

 Moly-Cop Comsteel

 Nepean Engineering

 Keech Engineering

 Prok Conveyor Components



Eilbeck Heavy Machining’s supervisor carefully training our tradesman into high end refurbishment workProjects
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Interference 
Fit Mating 
Geared Shafts

 Heat Treated
 Gearcut
 Finish Machined
 Ground

Projects



Impeller Shaft     3.3m long with less than 10 microns run out (0.01mm)Projects
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Stainless Steel
Distributor Plate
For Titanium Manufacturing 
Industry

Over 11,000 x 1mm holes
with a 3mm counterbore 
drilled in the second 
operation on the backside of 
1mm hole after flipping over

Projects



Projects
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ProjectsCustom made wheels manufactured from Quench and Tempered 4140 forgings for usage at an Australia Power station

100% machined all over 
pre-fabricated door for an 
Australian Nuclear Medicine 
Faciltiy



Projects
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Projects

Left: Eilbeck Heavy Machining 
supervisor, doing what he 
loves and machining what 
was originally a fabricated 
impeller, but now machined 
from solid plate due to time 
frame resitrictions!

Bottom Left: The Infamous 
Drum Boy just doing what he 
loves, 3.2m True Vertical Lift 
Helical Groove Rope Drum

Right: Mill Turning of Helical 
Groove Rope Drum for 280t 
Full Portal Marrickville Crane 
For Sydney Metro Tunnelling 
Project

Drum 1.4m dia x 2.6m long

Top Left: Taper Lock High Speed Impeller Shaft 
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Projects 250t Vulcan Press    100% fabricated, machined and assembled in house by Eilbeck Cranes  Conveyor ComponentsProjects



Projects Winder Shaft Cross Beams      For Bluescope Sinter Plant fabricated and machined in our Sydney facilityProjects

This job turned into repeat order from Bluescope
2019



Projects Refurbishment of a mine site Ventilation Impeller
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Ring Gears and PinionsProjects
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63t Slab Lifters
Fabricated, stress relieved 
and machined for Bluescope 
Steel

 Welded to AS1554.5
 100% UT on all butt welds 
by 3rd party NATA company
 100% MPI on all welds by 
3rd party NATA company
 All plate UT tested by 3rd 
party NDT prior to fabrication

“We installed the slab lifter 
arms this week and are now in 
operation and performing well. 
Overall, I believe that tong 
arms were manufactured to a 
very high standard.”

Peter Krellis 
BlueScope Steel Maintenance 
Team Leader  
Slab Yard & Scrap Yard

Yamal LNG      Operational in -36°C whilst had to live in -52°C

 All Steel 800 Weldox providing 
difficult welding and machining 
conditions

 All completed with 3rd party NATA 
NDT testing on welds

Special ProjectsProjects
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West Gate
500t and 250t Cranes

 100% design by Eilbeck 
Cranes in Australia

 100% fabricated by  
Eilbeck Cranes Sydney,  
Mackay, Melbourne and 
Perth

 Completely Machined in 
Eilbeck’s Sydney Machine 
shop

 Designed, built and 
delivered both cranes in 10 
months

Special Projects

West Gate
125t ES Hoists 
100% designed and 
manufactured in Australia

West Gate
500t Full Portal Crane Rigid 
Leg Base

Special Projects



Okuma 6m Multus B750 
Extremely high accuracy 5-axis 
multi tasking lathe being able to 
swing 6m long x 1050mm dia. x 
8000kg
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TOS WRD 150 
Horizontal Floor Borer
This brand new borer features 
13m X-axis, 6m Y-axis, and 80t 
rotary table. The machine with 
NC controlled infinite indexing 
head, a facing head and a boring 
quill. This machine can rotate up 
to 7.6m dia.

New Heavy Machining and Assembly Site with up to 160t lift capacityBroadhurst Block 7500 sqm CNC Capacity
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Thank You from Eilbeck Team Eilbeck Cranes’ Major Clients



www.eilbeckmachining.com  ●  www.eilbeckcranes.com  ●  info@eilbeckcranes.com  ●  T. Eilbeck & Son Pty Ltd T/F The Eilbeck Unit Trust T/A Eilbeck Cranes  ●  ABN: 22 295 128 214  ●  ACN: 008 973 662

Sydney - Heavy Machining / Assembly Sydney - CNC Machining Sydney - Manufacturing Melbourne - Manufacturing Perth - Manufacturing Mackay - Manufacturing Adelaide Brisbane
41 Broadhurst Road
Ingleburn  NSW 2565
Phone: 61 (02) 9618 1904
machining@eilbeckcranes.com

53 Lancaster Street
Ingleburn  NSW 2565
Phone: 61 (02) 9618 1904
machining@eilbeckcranes.com

6 Moorlands Road
Ingleburn  NSW 2565
Phone: 61 (02) 9829 3700
sydney@eilbeckcranes.com

321 Doherty’s Road
Truganina  VIC 3029
Phone:     61 (03) 9369 7444
melbourne@eilbeckcranes.com

28 Jackson Street
Bassendean  WA 6054
Phone: 61 (08) 9279 4800
perth@eilbeckcranes.com

32 Diesel Drive
Paget   QLD 4740
Phone: 61 (07) 4998 5599
mackay@eilbeckcranes.com

2/23 Clovelly Avenue
Royal Park   SA 5014
Phone:   61 (08) 8162 5150
adelaide@eilbeckcranes.com

3/12 Sudbury Street
Darra  QLD 4076
Phone: 61 (07) 3376 8255
brisbane@eilbeckcranes.com


